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Melissa Taylor is evasive and worse

Of great concern is that Ms Taylor will be reporting back to her Management

Bob Cianciarulo on this meeting giving her recommendations and Taylor

Cianciarulo will be deciding how to proceed

Not at all encouraging that they are only at 30% Design

But EPA/PRP5 cannot move forward with the plan for cleanup while they are

trying to change it

have been doing my damndest to get everyone to understand the situation but

it is difficult because Melissa Taylor is unresponsive

If anyone else would like copy of my six page missive to Ms Taylor will be

glad to provide it

Dont expect much from Garry Waldeck All Mass DEP seemed to care about

was the water main not the level of cleanup

My experience with DEP they tend to go along with EPA

Meanwhile name of Conti PM for my attendees list

will put with question mark

Of Posible Interest

Melissa will be bringing her Site Attorney Barbara Gutierrez

PRPs will have their attorney attending Michael Last

Coming for ERM Tim Pak John Kuhn Laura Judd

Sounds like power play to me



Jennifer Carlino and will need to flex our muscles

Thanks

Heather

From Maurice NAE Beaudoin Maurice.Beaudointusace.army.mil
To
Cc Timothy NAF Beauchemin TimothyL.Beaucheminusace.army.mil lcurranconticorp.com
dspinelliconticorp.com Michael NAE Degrazia Michael.J.Degraziausace.army.mil
Sent Thursday July 14 2011 62632 NI

Subject RE Tuesday April ig 2011 Meeting UNCLASSIFIED

Classification UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats NONE

Good Morning Heather

understand that this meeting will be in the Town Hall or is in the public library
next door John Curran and possible the project manager will attend So maximum of three

from my end Please keep me posted so we can make this truly informative meeting for the

town

Thank you

Moe

Original Message
From



Sent Wednesday July 13 2011 416 PM

To Beaudoin Maurice NAE

Cc Beauchemin Timothy NAE

Subject Tuesday April 19 2011 Meeting

Moe

am putting together list of people attending the Shpack

Meeting in the library next Tuesday

Tim said you would likely be bringing someone from Conti

Can you confirm if that is the case and if so who it will be

Am also counting heads so know how to set up the room

Thanks

Heather

Classification UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats NONE




